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IMPLICATIONS OF p + Pb MEASUREMENTS ON THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 96, 024901 (2017)

FIG. 1. Single-event display from a Monte Carlo–Glauber event of a peripheral Pb + Pb (a) and a central p + Pb (b) collision at 5.02 TeV.
The open gray [solid green (light gray)] circles indicate spectator nucleons (participating protons) traveling in the positive z direction, and the
open gray [solid red (dark gray)] circles with crosses indicate spectator nucleons (participating protons) traveling in the negative z direction.
In each panel, the calculated magnetic field vector is shown as a solid magenta line and the long axis of the participant eccentricity is shown as
a solid black line.

of the participating nucleons, and ! is the angle between the
velocity vector and the displacement vector, which is exactly
90! at the moment of impact of the two colliding nuclei. The
vector direction of the magnetic field is shown in the example
Pb + Pb interaction in Fig. 1(a).

In this particular event, the magnetic field is oriented
upwards, which is the expectation in the absence of fluctuations
in the positions of the protons. It is also true in this one event
that the long axis of the eccentricity is aligned closely with
the magnetic field. Thus, for this event, there is a significant
magnetic field along this long axis and a very small magnetic
field perpendicular to it. This is the type of configuration that
makes the CME maximally observable with the three-point
correlator.

We show in Fig. 1(b) an example p + Pb interaction
where we again calculate the long axis of the eccentricity
and magnetic field vector in the identical framework. In this
example interaction, the magnetic field and the eccentricity
long axis are almost perpendicular. In addition, the magnetic
field vector itself, due to fluctuations in the positions of the
protons (particularly those closest to the participant center of
mass), is not along the expected direction (i.e., expected for
the case of a smooth charge distributed nucleus).

III. RESULTS

To fully quantify these effects, we sample over one million
Pb + Pb and one million p + Pb Monte Carlo Glauber events.
First, we discuss the Pb + Pb results. Figure 2(a) shows the
mean of the absolute value of the magnetic field oriented
along the x axis "|Bx |# (open circles) and the y axis "|By |#
(open squares) as a function of the Pb + Pb collision impact

parameter. Note that the impact parameter vector is always
along the x axis. The magnetic field is shown in units of tesla.
Commonly in the literature the quantity h̄eB/c2 is reported,
which gives the equivalence 1015T $ 3.0366m2

" , where m"

is the mass of the charged pion (139.57 MeV/c2).
As expected, in peripheral Pb + Pb events, there is a large

mean magnetic field oriented in the y direction and a rather
small mean magnetic field oriented in the x direction. Note
that if we did not calculate the mean of the absolute value, the
mean magnetic field in the x direction would be zero with as
many events fluctuating to have a positive and a negative field
along this axis. In the most central (b close to zero) events,
the two magnetic field components have equal mean values
because the magnetic field is entirely due to fluctuations in the
proton positions. In Fig. 2(b), we show the same result, now
as a function of the number of participating nucleons, which
is related to the number of particles produced in the event.

In addition, in Fig. 2(b), we show the magnetic field mean
values now oriented along the long axis of the eccentricity
(shown as a black arrow labeled #2 in Fig. 1), referred to
as "|B %

y |#, and in the perpendicular direction, referred to as
"|B %

x |#. It is striking that, due to significant fluctuations in the
orientation of the eccentricity and the magnetic field direction,
there is a substantial "|B %

x |# component. However, the potential
for the three-point correlator to measure the CME remains,
because the two components are still significantly different
(the mean absolute value "|B %

y |# & 1.5 ' "|B %
x |#).

Figure 3 shows the same quantities but now for p + Pb
collisions. Two clear conclusions can be reached. First, the
magnetic field mean absolute values are not small. In fact, the
magnetic field magnitudes in the rotated frame are comparable
to the Pb + Pbx % component and only about 50% smaller than
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of the participating nucleons, and ! is the angle between the
velocity vector and the displacement vector, which is exactly
90! at the moment of impact of the two colliding nuclei. The
vector direction of the magnetic field is shown in the example
Pb + Pb interaction in Fig. 1(a).

In this particular event, the magnetic field is oriented
upwards, which is the expectation in the absence of fluctuations
in the positions of the protons. It is also true in this one event
that the long axis of the eccentricity is aligned closely with
the magnetic field. Thus, for this event, there is a significant
magnetic field along this long axis and a very small magnetic
field perpendicular to it. This is the type of configuration that
makes the CME maximally observable with the three-point
correlator.

We show in Fig. 1(b) an example p + Pb interaction
where we again calculate the long axis of the eccentricity
and magnetic field vector in the identical framework. In this
example interaction, the magnetic field and the eccentricity
long axis are almost perpendicular. In addition, the magnetic
field vector itself, due to fluctuations in the positions of the
protons (particularly those closest to the participant center of
mass), is not along the expected direction (i.e., expected for
the case of a smooth charge distributed nucleus).

III. RESULTS

To fully quantify these effects, we sample over one million
Pb + Pb and one million p + Pb Monte Carlo Glauber events.
First, we discuss the Pb + Pb results. Figure 2(a) shows the
mean of the absolute value of the magnetic field oriented
along the x axis "|Bx |# (open circles) and the y axis "|By |#
(open squares) as a function of the Pb + Pb collision impact

parameter. Note that the impact parameter vector is always
along the x axis. The magnetic field is shown in units of tesla.
Commonly in the literature the quantity h̄eB/c2 is reported,
which gives the equivalence 1015T $ 3.0366m2
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is the mass of the charged pion (139.57 MeV/c2).
As expected, in peripheral Pb + Pb events, there is a large

mean magnetic field oriented in the y direction and a rather
small mean magnetic field oriented in the x direction. Note
that if we did not calculate the mean of the absolute value, the
mean magnetic field in the x direction would be zero with as
many events fluctuating to have a positive and a negative field
along this axis. In the most central (b close to zero) events,
the two magnetic field components have equal mean values
because the magnetic field is entirely due to fluctuations in the
proton positions. In Fig. 2(b), we show the same result, now
as a function of the number of participating nucleons, which
is related to the number of particles produced in the event.

In addition, in Fig. 2(b), we show the magnetic field mean
values now oriented along the long axis of the eccentricity
(shown as a black arrow labeled #2 in Fig. 1), referred to
as "|B %

y |#, and in the perpendicular direction, referred to as
"|B %

x |#. It is striking that, due to significant fluctuations in the
orientation of the eccentricity and the magnetic field direction,
there is a substantial "|B %

x |# component. However, the potential
for the three-point correlator to measure the CME remains,
because the two components are still significantly different
(the mean absolute value "|B %

y |# & 1.5 ' "|B %
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Figure 3 shows the same quantities but now for p + Pb
collisions. Two clear conclusions can be reached. First, the
magnetic field mean absolute values are not small. In fact, the
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of the participating nucleons, and ! is the angle between the
velocity vector and the displacement vector, which is exactly
90! at the moment of impact of the two colliding nuclei. The
vector direction of the magnetic field is shown in the example
Pb + Pb interaction in Fig. 1(a).

In this particular event, the magnetic field is oriented
upwards, which is the expectation in the absence of fluctuations
in the positions of the protons. It is also true in this one event
that the long axis of the eccentricity is aligned closely with
the magnetic field. Thus, for this event, there is a significant
magnetic field along this long axis and a very small magnetic
field perpendicular to it. This is the type of configuration that
makes the CME maximally observable with the three-point
correlator.

We show in Fig. 1(b) an example p + Pb interaction
where we again calculate the long axis of the eccentricity
and magnetic field vector in the identical framework. In this
example interaction, the magnetic field and the eccentricity
long axis are almost perpendicular. In addition, the magnetic
field vector itself, due to fluctuations in the positions of the
protons (particularly those closest to the participant center of
mass), is not along the expected direction (i.e., expected for
the case of a smooth charge distributed nucleus).

III. RESULTS

To fully quantify these effects, we sample over one million
Pb + Pb and one million p + Pb Monte Carlo Glauber events.
First, we discuss the Pb + Pb results. Figure 2(a) shows the
mean of the absolute value of the magnetic field oriented
along the x axis "|Bx |# (open circles) and the y axis "|By |#
(open squares) as a function of the Pb + Pb collision impact
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small mean magnetic field oriented in the x direction. Note
that if we did not calculate the mean of the absolute value, the
mean magnetic field in the x direction would be zero with as
many events fluctuating to have a positive and a negative field
along this axis. In the most central (b close to zero) events,
the two magnetic field components have equal mean values
because the magnetic field is entirely due to fluctuations in the
proton positions. In Fig. 2(b), we show the same result, now
as a function of the number of participating nucleons, which
is related to the number of particles produced in the event.

In addition, in Fig. 2(b), we show the magnetic field mean
values now oriented along the long axis of the eccentricity
(shown as a black arrow labeled #2 in Fig. 1), referred to
as "|B %

y |#, and in the perpendicular direction, referred to as
"|B %

x |#. It is striking that, due to significant fluctuations in the
orientation of the eccentricity and the magnetic field direction,
there is a substantial "|B %

x |# component. However, the potential
for the three-point correlator to measure the CME remains,
because the two components are still significantly different
(the mean absolute value "|B %

y |# & 1.5 ' "|B %
x |#).

Figure 3 shows the same quantities but now for p + Pb
collisions. Two clear conclusions can be reached. First, the
magnetic field mean absolute values are not small. In fact, the
magnetic field magnitudes in the rotated frame are comparable
to the Pb + Pbx % component and only about 50% smaller than
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vector direction of the magnetic field is shown in the example
Pb + Pb interaction in Fig. 1(a).

In this particular event, the magnetic field is oriented
upwards, which is the expectation in the absence of fluctuations
in the positions of the protons. It is also true in this one event
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vector direction of the magnetic field is shown in the example
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In this particular event, the magnetic field is oriented
upwards, which is the expectation in the absence of fluctuations
in the positions of the protons. It is also true in this one event
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the magnetic field. Thus, for this event, there is a significant
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TPC

ITS

V0C V0A

ZDC-C ZDC-A

• TPC: time projection chamber
• Number of tracks or similar rarely used
• Correlation with measurement leads to 

interpretation difficulties
• Very high availability: included in most data

• ITS: inner tracking system 
• Typical signal: clusters in first layer 
• Very high availability: included in most data

• ‘V0M’: the sum of V0A and V0C signals
• Most used selection in pp, p-Pb, Pb-Pb 
• Used in triggering: signal always present

• ZDC: zero degree calorimeter signal 
• No direct correlation with measurement region
• Used in p-Pb + effective energy in pp
• Available for part of data

Ansatz (for now): 
“Activity” ≈ charged particle multiplicity

Trackers
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Centrality determination in Pb-Pb using V0M

4

V0 amplitude (arb. units)ALI-PUB-89449

Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 044909 
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Centrality determination in Pb-Pb using V0M

4

f = 0.801, μ = 29.3, k = 1.6

• Description of V0 signal distribution:
• Glauber Nancestors: combination of Npart, Ncoll 

• Npart: number of participant nucleons
• Ncoll: number of NN interactions

• Convoluted with Neg. Bin. Distribution

V0 amplitude (arb. units)ALI-PUB-89449

Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 044909 
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Centrality determination in Pb-Pb using V0M

4

• Description of V0 signal distribution:
• Glauber Nancestors: combination of Npart, Ncoll 

• Npart: number of participant nucleons
• Ncoll: number of NN interactions

• Convoluted with Neg. Bin. Distribution

• Lowest multiplicity range discarded
• 90% of hadronic cross section analysed 

No strong ambiguity in parameters!
<Npart>, <Ncoll> used to interpret Pb-Pb results

f = 0.801, μ = 29.3, k = 1.6

V0 amplitude (arb. units)

<Npart> = 381.6
<Ncoll> = 1619

ALI-PUB-89449

Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 044909 
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The pp limit: going towards low multiplicity

5

p

π

π

p
p

Λ

π

Proton-proton collisions: fluctuations even more significant
• Multiplicity described well via multi-parton interactions (MPI) 

in QCD-inspired models such as PYTHIA
• MPI → the relevant particle-emitting source

The ideal scenario would be to select on 
number of partonic interactions (“NMPI”)

…which is of course impossible!

Let’s check our possibilities
using PYTHIA 8 as a diagnostic tool
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ALICE Simulation
 = 13 TeV, PYTHIA 8 Monash 2013spp 

Event selection
| < 0.5h in |chN
| < 0.8h in |chN
| < 1.4h in |chN

 in V0A/C acceptancechN
 < 5.1h < -1.7, 2.8 < h-3.7 < 

• Selection at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.5) 
• X axis biased: You get what you asked for
• Privileges fluctuations: Nch/NMPI larger

• Wider selection at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.8) 
• Smaller bias, smaller Nch/NMPI

• ALICE acceptance at mid-rapidity (|η| < 1.4) 
• Further reduced Nch/NMPI
• …but still far from linear

Progressing in number of partonic interactions
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 in V0A/C acceptancechN
 < 5.1h < -1.7, 2.8 < h-3.7 < 

• Selection at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.5) 
• X axis biased: You get what you asked for
• Privileges fluctuations: Nch/NMPI larger

• Wider selection at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.8) 
• Smaller bias, smaller Nch/NMPI

• ALICE acceptance at mid-rapidity (|η| < 1.4) 
• Further reduced Nch/NMPI
• …but still far from linear

• V0A/C detectors: -3.7 < η < -1.7 and 2.8 < η < 5.1
• Significant reduction of Nch/NMPI

Progressing in number of partonic interactions
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Event selection
| < 0.5h in |chN
| < 0.8h in |chN
| < 1.4h in |chN

 in V0A/C acceptancechN
 < 5.1h < -1.7, 2.8 < h-3.7 < 

• Selection at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.5) 
• X axis biased: You get what you asked for
• Privileges fluctuations: Nch/NMPI larger

• Wider selection at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.8) 
• Smaller bias, smaller Nch/NMPI

• ALICE acceptance at mid-rapidity (|η| < 1.4) 
• Further reduced Nch/NMPI
• …but still far from linear

• V0A/C detectors: -3.7 < η < -1.7 and 2.8 < η < 5.1
• Significant reduction of Nch/NMPI

Most importantly: 
~linear behaviour between NMPI and Nch!

→ similar notion as before: mid-rapidity multiplicity 
scales with number of emitting sources

Progressing in number of partonic interactions
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• Consistent selection strategy → systematic comparisons
• Smooth evolution of particle ratios with multiplicity
• strangeness enhanced already in high-multiplicity pp, p-Pb
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s = 2
s = 3

s = 1
s = 1
s = 0

s = 0

• Consistent selection strategy → systematic comparisons
• Smooth evolution of particle ratios with multiplicity
• strangeness enhanced already in high-multiplicity pp, p-Pb
• And beyond multiplicity: 
– Spherocity selection: isotropic events → extra strangeness

ALI-PREL-335099

pp

The outcome: a complete picture ... And beyond!

ALI-PREL-335099
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Monolithic-pixel Inner 
Tracking System: ITS2

Upgrades: 50x faster and 3x more precise data

Run 1&2 ITS: 
~107 channels
Run 3 ITS2 + MFT: 
13x109 pixels
+3x in tracking precision

GEM-based TPC readout

Pixel Muon Forward
Tracker (MFT)

Run 1&2 TPC: MWPC-based
~1 kHz readout
Run 3 TPC: GEM-based
50 kHz readout

50x higher data rate

TPC

ITS
MFT

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

LS3
Commissioning

Physics run

Run 3
Major upgrade completed: 

New experimental tools 
ready to be exploited!
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• All-pixel based detector 
• More flexible for event selection
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• Instead of a counter, a full tracker! 
• Opens up exciting new possibilities: multiplicity, 

precise spherocity/event shape selection in 
decorrelated region, and more

• High availability
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• High availability

• New: FIT: Fast Interaction Trigger 
• FIT FT0: -3.3 < η < -2.1, 3.5 < η < 4.9
• FIT FV0: 2.2 < η < 5.0
• FIT FDD: -6.9 < η < -4.9, 4.7 < η < 6.3
• Replaces V0 scintillators

New tracking ability
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Trackers

The new ALICE datataking scheme: 
• Continuous readout + much more data (50x)
• Software trigger for selecting events
• Flexibility: trigger on high event activity, specific 

event shape, presence of particle of interest →
new measurements viable!

New tracking ability

• New: ITS2 (|η| < 1.5, three layers: |η| < 2.0)
• All-pixel based detector 
• More flexible for event selection

• New: MFT: Muon Forward Tracker (-3.6 < η < -2.5)
• Instead of a counter, a full tracker! 
• Opens up exciting new possibilities: multiplicity, 

precise spherocity/event shape selection in 
decorrelated region, and more

• High availability

• New: FIT: Fast Interaction Trigger 
• FIT FT0: -3.3 < η < -2.1, 3.5 < η < 4.9
• FIT FV0: 2.2 < η < 5.0
• FIT FDD: -6.9 < η < -4.9, 4.7 < η < 6.3
• Replaces V0 scintillators
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Thank you!Pb-Pb @50 kHz IR
1 ms time frames

TPC reconstructed tracks from
different colour-coded events

Outlook: the (imminent) future

• Plenty of exciting opportunities through new hardware, high luminosities, innovative analyses
• Today: combine efforts in brainstorming about event selection and characterization
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ALICE Upgrade projection

Multiplicity slicing with mid-rapidity estimator
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Effective energy analysis in proton-proton collisions

• measure energy available for initial state particle 
production 𝐸!"" as: 

𝐸!"" = 𝑠 − 𝐸#$%&'%(

with 𝐸!"" measured with the Zero Degree 
Calorimeter (at very large η)
• Determine if relative Ξ production depends on 
𝐸!"" in addition to depending on multiplicity

• Is strangeness production associated to the 
initial state or to the final state (multiplicity)?
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Effective energy analysis in proton-proton collisions

• measure energy available for initial state particle 
production 𝐸!"" as: 

𝐸!"" = 𝑠 − 𝐸#$%&'%(

with 𝐸!"" measured with the Zero Degree 
Calorimeter (at very large η)
• Determine if relative Ξ production depends on 
𝐸!"" in addition to depending on multiplicity

• Is strangeness production associated to the 
initial state or to the final state (multiplicity)?
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Initial state is unimportant, strangeness production solely 
dependent on final-state charged-particle density!



Multiplicity and centrality determination in pp, p-Pb and Pb-Pb

Going towards p-Pb
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Phys. Rev. C 91 (2015) 064905

Pb-Pb
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Going towards p-Pb
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Pb-Pb p-Pb
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Significantly weaker
correlations

The challenge:
• Multiplicity and Glauber 

quantities are weakly correlated
• A.k.a.: multiplicity “fluctuates”
• How can we relate variables?

Could we try 
the same strategy?

ALI-PUB-100569ALI-PUB-100569

Phys. Rev. C 91 (2015) 064905
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Glauber model meets p-Pb: describing the signal

14

V0A (Pb-side) amplitude (arb. units)
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• V0A: in the Pb-going side → expect scaling 
closer to Npart for multiplicity

• Description reasonable except for lowest 
multiplicity

• Npart, Ncoll obtained slicing the model curve are 
very broadly distributed
• <Npart>, <Ncoll> can still be determined
• Can we check if these are reasonable? 

Resort to Pb-Pb experience: 
The nuclear modification factor

Is unity if (Pb-Pb) = <Ncoll> ⨉ (pp)
“Ncoll Scaling”

ALI-PUB-100509

Phys. Rev. C 91 (2015) 064905
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The nuclear modification factor in p-Pb

15

• The QpPb: the nuclear modification factor in 
multiplicity classes in p-Pb

• Should be unity in the absence of nuclear 
modification or biases

• High pT: no modification?
• Fails for low multiplicity
• Works reasonably for higher multiplicity

• N.B.: Not called RpPb because multiplicity 
fluctuation biases may cause unexpected 
behaviour

…Can we do better?
ALI-PUB-100714

Phys. Rev. C 91 (2015) 064905
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The QpPb using the ZDC and a ‘hybrid’ approach 

16

• ZDC: Zero Degree Calorimeter
• Very forward in rapidity
• Geometry biased with minimal impact on 

hadronisation

• The hybrid approach:
• Assume dNch/dη at mid-rapidity (in CMS) scales with Npart
• Motivated by wounded nucleon model
• Ncoll in a given centrality i selected with the ZDC: 

Least biased: Ncoll scaling recovered 
at high momentum!

ZDC-based centrality classes

Scaled with

ALI-PUB-100719

Phys. Rev. C 91 (2015) 064905


